For illustrative purposes only. Not to scale. All measurements are approximate and no responsibility is taken for any error.
WILBER HALL

Laundry facilities located in building next door

Bed frame  L 85.5”, W 38”, H 33” (can be lowered)
Bed Head/Foot Board  W 38”, H 39”
Bed Mattress (extra long twin)  W 33”, L 80”
Closets (closed)  D 24”, W 65”, H 85”
  Shelf to top of closet  H 11”
  Shelf to floor  H 66”
  Built in 4 drawer storage  D 24”, W 26, H 30”
Desk (size may vary)  D 24”, W 36”, H 30”
Entry Door  W 36”, H 83”
Microwave/Mini-fridge Combo  D 18”, W 18”, H 43”
Community bathrooms/showers/sinks located on each wing
Window size  W 53”, H 68”
Base of window to floor varies:  38”
Blinds in all rooms

All measurements are approximate